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Abstract. Recent advances in the stepwise multichannel quantum defect theory approach
of electron/molecular cation reactive collisions have been applied to perform computations
of cross sections and rate coefficients for dissociative recombination and electron-impact ro-
vibrational transitions of H+2 , BeH+ and their deuterated isotopomers. At very low energy,
rovibronic interactions play a significant role in the dynamics, whereas at high energy, the
dissociative excitation strongly competes with all other reactive processes.
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1. Introduction

The collision of an electron of energy � with a molecular cation initially in its ground electronic state
on its ro-vibrational level (N+i , v+i ) results in the formation of various superexcited states, decaying
eventually by autoionization and predissociation to different products:

AB+(N+i , v+i )+ e−(�)→ AB∗, AB∗(c), AB∗∗, AB∗∗(c) →



[A+ B](ε) (1a)
AB+(N+f , v+f )+ e−(�f ) (1b)
A+ B+(ε) + e−(�f ). (1c)

According to the type of these products, different processes take place: dissociative recombination (DR
1(a)), elastic, inelastic or superelastic collisions (EC, IC, SEC (1b)), corresponding to the final energy
of the electron �f equal, smaller or larger than � respectively, and, if � exceeds the dissociation energy
of the target cation, electron impact ion dissociation, i.e. dissociative excitation (DE (1c))[1–4]. Here
AB∗ stands for states bound from both electronic and vibrational point of view, AB∗(c) for states from
the mono-electronic continuum (superscript (c)), AB∗∗ for states bound from the electronic point of
view but dissociative (i.e. from the vibrational continuum), AB∗∗(c) for states from the mono-electronic
continuum and dissociative, and ε for the relative kinetic energy release of the heavy products. Eq. (1)
are appropriate for diatomic systems, but can be generalized for polyatomic ones.

All the above processes drive the particle densities in fusion plasmas close to the walls and in the
divertor region [5–8], in various media of astrophysical interest [9–12], in the hypersonic entry plasmas
[13], and in many other environments of fundamental or technological relevance.

The present paper is, first of all, a brief review of the recent developments in our theoretical approach
– concerning namely rotational transitions at low collision energies and the dissociative autoionization
(dissociative excitation) at high collision energies. Secondly, it illustrates some of our new results on
H+2 /H2 systems and BeH+/BeH systems (including their isotopomers), devoted to the kinetic modeling
of gaseous ionized media in the early Universe, interstellar molecular clouds and edge fusion plasmas.

Sections 2 reviews the theory. Section 3 presents some of our new results and their comparison to
previous computations. Section 4 contains the conclusions and the perspectives.

2. The stepwise MQDT-type approach for electron/molecular cation
reactive collisions

The dynamics of the infinite series of AB∗ states, often called “Rydberg resonances”, appearing in
(1), is elegantly and efficiently modeled by a method [14–18] based on the multichannel quantum
defect theory (MQDT) [19–22]. The processes (1) result from the coupling between ionization and
dissociation channels, i.e. groups of states characterized by a common set of quantum numbers and by
the same fragmentation threshold (either for ionization, or for dissociation), having the energy below or
above this threshold. More specifically, within a quasi-diabatic representation [15, 16, 23], an ionization
channel is built starting from the ground electronic state of the ion in one of its ro-vibrational levels
N+v+, and is completed by gathering all the mono-electronic states of a given orbital quantum number
l, describing an “optical” electron. These mono-electronic states describe, with respect to the N+v+

threshold, either a “free” electron – in which case the total state AB∗(c) corresponds to (auto)ionization –
or to a bound one – in which case the total state AB∗ corresponds to a temporary capture into a Rydberg
state. Meanwhile, a dissociation channel relies on an electronically bound state AB∗∗ whose potential
energy in the asymptotic limit is situated below the total energy of the system.

Accordingly, the ionization channels gather together AB∗ and AB∗(c) states, and the dissociation
channels correspond to AB∗∗ states. As for those of AB∗∗(c) type, they can be organized either into
dissociation, or into ionization channels, but the latter option has been preferred so far. Given the
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total energy of the molecular system, a channel is open if this energy is higher than the energy of
its threshold, and closed in the opposite case. In the modeling of the reactions (1), relying exclusively
on the open channels means accounting for the direct mechanism only. The inclusion of the closed
channels – including AB∗ states – allows for the indirect mechanism, which interferes with the direct
one resulting in the total process.

Our MQDT approach starts with the building of the interaction matrix V , performed in the
“A-region” [24], where the Born-Oppenheimer context is appropriate for the description of the collision
system. The good quantum numbers in this region are N , M , and �, associated respectively to the
total angular momentum and its projections on the z-axis of the laboratory-fixed and of the molecule-
fixed frames. In the A-region, the states belonging to an ionization channel may be modeled reasonably
well with respect to hydrogenic states in terms of the quantum defect ��

l , which is dependent on the
internuclear distance R, but assumed to be independent of energy. An ionization channel is coupled
to a dissociation one, labeled dj , on electronic level first, through an R-dependent scaled “Rydberg-
valence” interaction term, V

(e)�
dj ,l , which is assumed to be independent of the energy of the electronic

states pertaining to the ionization channel. Integrating this coupling over the internuclear distance gives
elements of the interaction matrix V :

VNM�
dj ,lN+v+ (E, E) = 〈��

Ndj
|V (e)�

dj ,l |��
N+,v+〉. (1)

The dependence on the total energy E of the couplings are carried by ��
dj

, the nuclear wave-functions

corresponding to a dissociative state and by ��
N+,v+ , the wave-functions corresponding to an ionization

channel, respectively. This procedure applies in each �-subspace, and results in a block-diagonal global
interaction matrix. Starting from the interaction matrix V and from the zero-order Hamiltonian H0, we
build the reaction K-matrix, which satisfies the Lippmann-Schwinger equation [25]:

K = V + V 1

E −H0
K. (2)

In order to express the result of the short-range interaction in terms of phase-shifts, we perform a
unitary transformation of our initial basis into a new one, corresponding to eigenchannels, via the
diagonalization of the reaction matrixK:

KU = − 1

�
tan(�)U. (3)

In the external “B-region” [24] the Born-Oppenheimer model is no longer valid for the neutral molecule,
and a frame transformation [26–28] is performed, via the projection coefficients:

ClN+v+,�� =
(

2N+ + 1

2N + 1

)1/2 〈
l
(
�− �+

)
N+�+|lN+N�

〉

× 1+ �+� (−1)N−l−N+

[
2
(
2− 	�+,0

) (
1+ 	�+,0	�,0

)]1/2 ×
∑

v

U�
lv,�〈��+

N+v+| cos(���
l (R)+ ��

� )|��
Nv〉,

(4)

Cdj ,�� = U�
dj � cos ��

� , (5)

which can be organized in a matrix C. The other projection coefficients organized in a matrix S, are
obtained as SlN+v+,�� and Sdj ,�� by replacing cosine with sine in Eqs. (4) and (5). In these equations,
the quantities �+ and � are related to the reflection symmetry of the ion and neutral wave function
respectively, and take the values +1/− 1 for symmetric/antisymmetric states respectively.
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Matrices C and S are the building blocks of the generalized scattering matrix X, involving all
channels, open (“o”) and closed (“c”), and organized in 4 sub-matrices:

X = C + iS
C − iS , X =

(
Xoo Xoc

Xco Xcc

)
. (6)

Imposing boundary conditions leads to the physical scattering matrix [19]:

S = Xoo −Xoc

1

Xcc − exp(−i]2pν)
Xco, (7)

where the diagonal matrix ν is formed with the effective quantum numbers νN+v+ = [2(EN+v+ − E)]−1/2

(in atomic units) associated with each vibrational threshold EN+v+ of the ion situated above the current
energy E (and consequently labeling a closed channel).

For a molecular ion initially in the level N+i v+i recombining with an electron of kinetic (collision)
energy �, the cross section of capture into all the dissociative states dj of the same symmetry is given by


N , sym
diss←N+i v+i

= �

4�

2N + 1

2N+i + 1
�sym

∑
l,�,j

|SN�
dj ,lN+i v+i

|2. (8)

On the other hand, the cross section for a ro-vibrational transition to the final level N+f v+f , giving reactive
elastic scattering or (de-)excitation, writes:


N , sym
N+f v+f←N+i v+i

= �

4�

2N + 1

2N+i + 1
�sym

×
∑

l,l′,�,j

∣∣∣SN�
N+f v+f l′,N+i v+i l

− 	N+f N+i 	v+f v+i 	l
′
l

∣∣∣2
. (9)

Here �sym is the ratio between the multiplicities of the neutral and the target ion. After performing
the MQDT calculations for all accessible total rotational quantum numbers N and for all the relevant
symmetries, the global cross section for dissociative recombination or ro-vibrational (de-)excitation as
a function of the electron collision energy � reads as:


diss←N+i v+i =
∑

sym,N


N , sym
diss←N+i v+i

, 
N+f v+f←N+i v+i =
∑

sym,N


N , sym
N+f v+f←N+i v+i

. (10)

When rotational excitation and rotational couplings are neglected – the so-called “non-rotational case”
– the formalism becomes much simpler. Moreover, one has to perform separate calculations within each
symmetry block � and eventually sum over this quantum number the resulting cross sections. For a
given �, the previous formulas become:

V�
dj ,lv+(E, E) = 〈��

dj
|V (e)�

dj ,l |�v+〉, (11)

Clv+,�� =
∑

v

U�
lv,�〈�v+ (R)| cos(���

l (R)+ ��
� )|�v(R)〉, Cd,�� = U�

d� cos ��
� , (12)


sym,�
diss←−v+i

= �

4�
�sym,�

∑
l,j

|S�
dj ,lv+i
|2, 
diss←−v+i =

∑
�,sym


sym,�
diss←−v+i

. (13)
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Figure 1. Cross sections for rotational excitation N+i -2 → N+i , with N+i = 2 to 9, of vibrationally relaxed
HD+(X2�+g ). Black curves: MQDT computations; red curves: ANR approximation based computations [30].

The cross section for vibrational transition - reactive elastic scattering or vibrational (de)-excitation – is
expressed as:


sym,�
v+f←v+i

= �

4�
�sym,�

∑
l,l′
|Sl′v+f ,lv+i − 	l

′
l	v+f v+i |2, (14)


v+f←v+i =
∑
�,sym


sym,�
v+f←v+i

. (15)

At energies higher than the dissociation threshold of the ion, we have to take into account the
autoionization into states from the continuum part of the vibrational spectrum, i.e., dissociative
excitation (DE, (1c). These states, representing a free electron in the field of a dissociating ion, can
be organized either into dissociation channels or into ionization ones, but the latter option has been
preferred so far. If the lowest two electronic states of the ion target – whose potential energy curves
(PEC) will be labelled core 1 and core 2 – have the same dissociation limit, the states responsible for the
DE are represented by an electron in the ionization continuum associated to a vibrationally dissociative
state of either of these cores. We have discretized these vibrational continua by providing a wall of 15 eV
height at R = 25 a.u. This results in about 400 further ionization channels associated to core 1 and core
2, responsible respectively for what we call dissociative excitation of the first kind (DE1) and of the
second kind (DE2).

Consequently, the coupling between a given dissociation channel dj and an ionization one v+, built
on core 1 (Eq. (11)) is extended to the continuum part of the vibrational spectrum. Furthermore, every
channel v+ is coupled to the ionization channels built on core 2, since the latter rely on electronic states
with similar configuration as the dj states. One should also notice that since the temporary capture into
bound Rydberg states AB∗ is excluded above the dissociation limit of the ion PEC, the collision process
is exclusively driven by the direct mechanism.
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Figure 2. Cross sections for the rotational excitation 0→ 2 and 1→ 3 of vibrationally relaxed H+2 . The MQDT
results (black lines) are compared with those from Faure and Tennyson [31] using the ANR/R-matrix method (red
lines).

Further details on the way that formulas (6, 7, 12–15) generalize to DE and DR competed by DE
are given in [29].

3. New results on H+
2 , BeH+ and isotopomers

3.1 Very low energy: Ro-vibronic interactions

After having intensively studied the dissociative recombination and the vibrational transitions in H+2
and HD+ [18, 32], we have recently focused on the electron-impact rotational transitions of these ions
at very low collision energies [30].

Figure 1 displays our results for vibrationally relaxed HD+(X2�+g ), compared with those obtained by
the adiabatic nuclei rotation (ANR) approximation. One can notice that the cross sections are dominated
by resonance structures due to the indirect process that is the temporary capture into the numerous
Rydberg states of the neutral system (HD∗).

Cross sections for rotational excitation of H+2 are represented in Fig. 2 for the transitions 0→ 2 and
1→ 3, in comparison with those obtained by Faure and Tennyson [31] using the ANR approximation,
with which they agree quite satisfactorily both in shape and magnitude.

Isotropic rate coefficients for the excitation of the lowest two rotational levels of H+2 and HD+,
obtained from the convolution of cross sections with a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution
function, are represented in Fig. 3, which illustrates the significant magnitude of the isotopic effect.

3.2 Energy below the ion dissociation threshold: Vibronic interactions

Using the molecular data on superexcited BeH states available from our previous studies [33, 34]
computations of cross sections and rate coefficients for all the vibrational states of the target have been
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vibrationally relaxed H+2 and HD+.
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without DE2.

performed for the electron-impact DR, vibrational excitation (VE) and de-excitation (VdE) of BeH+ at
low energy (i.e. below the ion dissociation threshold).
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The results concerning the lowest vibrational levels are displayed in Fig. 4. In view of versatile use in
kinetics calculations, we have produced generalized Arhenius-type fit formulas, their coefficients being
displayed elsewhere [35].

The isotopic effects are illustrated in Fig. 5, where the direct mechanism has been considered
exclusively, since as shown in [34], the indirect process is very weak for the electron-impact processes
involving this ion. The cross sections for the two isotopomers show the same patterns and thresholds,
due to the consecutive opening of different dissociation and ionization channels, while the difference
between them is attributed to the different vibrational level densities, due to the different reduced masses.

3.3 Energy above the ion dissociation threshold: dissociative excitation

Figure 6 illustrates the evolution of the two DE mechanisms – DE1 and DE2 – with the energy of
the incident electron, within one of the relevant symmetries of the BeH system, 2�+. Whereas DE1
is significant in a limited range above the dissociation threshold of the ion and quickly decreases
subsequently, DE2 strongly increases over a larger energy range and clearly dominates within a high-
value plateau the DE process.

4. Conclusion and perspectives

Using the multichannel quantum defect theory, we have computed cross sections and rate coefficients
for electron-impact processes involving H+2 , BeH+, and their deuterated isotopomers.

In the case of H+2 , the rotational excitation cross sections and rate coefficients production have to be
extended to transitions involving still higher rotational levels, and the dissociative recombination results
have to be compared with the latest experimental data.

On the other hand, the study of the contribution of all the relevant symmetries to the dissociative
excitation of BeH+ has to be completed, and the DE-assisted DR cross sections and rate coefficients to
be computed. In order to extend these studies to even higher energies, further dissociative states have to
be either computed or modeled, using the scaling laws characterizing the Rydberg series of states.
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